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Abst ract - -The  variable length nonzero window method is a way of computing exponentiation 
and modular exponentiation. This method has been analyzed, but there is a substantial difference 
between the analysis and experimental results. The difference r sults from some logical errors in the 
analysis. We analyze the variable length nonzero window method by modeling it as a Markov chain. 
We consider all details and our analysis predicts the behavior of the variable length nonzero window 
method exactly. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Exponentiation is to compute X E for a positive integer E and modular exponentiation is to com- 
pute X E mod M for positive integers E and M [1]. Fast computation of modular exponentiation 
has been an important issue in cryptography. Widely-used applications in cryptography such 
as the RSA public key system [2], the Elgamal signature scheme [3], and the digital signature 
standard [4] intensively use modular exponentiation for a large exponent and a large modulus. 
To speed up (modular) exponentiation, researchers have been studying in two ways. Since 
exponentiation is a sequence of multiplications, they tried either to reduce the number of multi- 
plications [1,5-8] or to accelerate multiplication itself [9-12]. Whereas the methods to speed up 
multiplication are different for exponentiation a d modular exponentiation, the method to reduce 
the number of multiplications can be applied to both exponentiation a d modular exponentiation. 
The simplest way of reducing the number of multiplications i the binary method [1] which is 
also known as repeated squaring. The binary method requires 1.5(log E - 1) multiplications on 
the average. The m-a~y method [1], a generalization of the binary method, requires 2 m - 2 + 
logE - m + ( ( logE/m) - 1)(1 - 2 -m) multiplications on the average. The CLNW (Constant 
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Length Nonzero Window) method is a modification of the m-ary method and requires a less 
number of multiplications than the m-ary method. If E is a 512-bit integer, the binary method 
requires 768, the 5-ary method requires 636, and the CLNW method with window length 5 
requires 607 multiplications on the average. Window length 5 is chosen to get a least number of 
multiplications when E is a 512-bit integer. Ko~ gave the first analysis of the CLNW method by 
modeling it as a Markov chain [7]. 
We need to clarify the definition of an n-bit integer because there are two slightly different 
definitions, both of which are generally accepted. One definition is that an n-bit integer is an 
integer that can be represented by n bits. The other is that an n-bit integer is an integer that 
can be represented by n bits and cannot be represented by n - 1 bits. In this paper we will use 
the second definition for analysis. Analysis based on the first definition can be obtained easily 
from our analysis. 
In [7], Ko~ proposed the right-to-left VLNW (Variable Length Nonzero Window) method 
and analyzed its performance. According to his analysis, the right-to-left VLNW method with 
maximum window length 5 requires 595 multiplications when E is a 512-bit integer. However, 
experiments show that the right-to-left VLNW method with maximum window length 5 requires 
approximately 612 multiplications. This discrepancy results from logical errors and a mixed-up 
use of the two definitions of n-bit integers in his analysis. In this paper we present wo kinds of 
analysis of the VLNW method as follows. 
• We present an approximate analysis of the right-to-left VLNW method which is patterned 
upon Ko~'s analysis in [7]. We also present an approximate analysis of the left-to-right 
VLNW method which has not been analyzed before. Although our approximate analysis 
predicts the behavior of the VLNW method quite well, it does not consider every detail. 
• Our main contribution is to give an exact analysis of the VLNW method. Since this 
analysis considers all details, the analyzing process is more complex and takes more time 
than that of the approximate one. 
The VLNW method is described in Section 2. An approximate analysis on the right-to-left 
(left-to-right) VLNW method is presented in Section 3.1 (3.2). The exact analysis of the VLNW 
method is given in Section 4. A comparison of the analyses and experimental results are shown 
in Section 5. 
2. THE VARIABLE LENGTH 
NONZERO WINDOW METHOD 
The right-to-left (left-to-right) VLNW method produces zero and nonzero windows while scan- 
ning the bit representation f E from the rightmost (leftmost) bit to the leftmost (rightmost) bit. 
Since the left-to-right VLNW method is the same as the right-to-left VLNW method except he 
scanning direction, we explain only the right-to-left VLNW method. 
Procedure A shows how the right-to-left VLNW method produces zero and nonzero windows. 
We introduce some notations before describing Procedure A: 
• d: the maximum length of the nonzero window; 
• q: the minimum number of zeros that ends the current nonzero window; 
• k and r: integers atisfying d = 1 + kq + r where 1 _< r < q. 
Let WS,  whose domain is (So, $1, . . . ,  Sk+2}, be the state variable associated with the number of 
scanned bits in the current nonzero window. The current bit is the rightmost bit among the bits 
which are not scanned (read) and current j bits are the rightmost j bits among the bits which 
are not scanned. The last 1 bit is the leftmost 1 bit among the scanned bits. Procedure A starts 
at the rightmost bit of E and iterates until the leftmost bit of E is reached. Procedure A does 
one of its four operations according to WS in each iteration. At the beginning, the current bit 
is the rightmost bit of E and WS = So. 
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Figure 1. The state diagram of Procedure A: Transitions with 0 (1) occur when the 
scanned bit is 0 (1). Transitions with Q (R) occur when q (r) scaned bits are not all 
zeros. Transitions with ,,, Q (,~ R) occur when q (r) scanned bits are all zeros. 
PROCEDURE A. (See Figure 1.) 
CASE 1. WS = So. Read the current bit. If the current bit is 0, set WS as So; otherwise, start 
a nonzero window at the current bit and set WS as El. 
CASE 2. W~' = S i (1 <~ i <~ k). Read current q bits. If current q bits are all O's, end the nonzero 
window at the last 1 bit and set WS as So; otherwise, set WS as Si+l. 
CASE 3. WS = ~'k+l- Read current r bits. I f  current r bits are all O's, end the nonzero window 
at the last 1 bit and set WS as So; otherwise, set WS as Sk+2. 
CASE 4. WS -~ Sk+2. End the nonzero window at the last 1 bit and read the current bit. If the 
current bit is 0, set WS as So; otherwise, start a new nonzero window at the current bit and set 
WEaSE l .  
The following example is the output of Procedure A when d = 10 and q = 4 (k = 2 and r = 1). 
Nonzero windows are underlined: 
E -- 1011011 0000 1 0000 1111110101 00 11110111 0000 11011. 
When the VLNW method is used, the computation of X E where E is an n-bit integer consists 
of the following three steps. 
1. Compute X a for every odd integer a, 1 < a < 2 d. Let PRE be the number of multiplica- 
tions required in computing Xa's. 
2. Generate zero and nonzero windows by applying Procedure A to the exponent E. Let W 
be the number of nonzero windows and L be the length of the leftmost window. 
3. Compute X E itself. 
In computing X ~, the number of squarings is n - L because we start the computation of X E 
with the leftmost window whose value is computed in Step 1 and we need one squaring for each 
of the remaining n - L bits. The number of multiplications where multiplicands and multipliers 
are different is W - 1 which is the number of windows except he leftmost one. Hence, the total 
number of multiplications i PRE + n - L + W - 1. 
Therefore, the average number of multiplications over all n-bit integers is 
PRE + n - WLEN + NWIN - 1, (1) 
where WLEN is the average length of the leftmost window and NWIN is the average number of 
nonzero windows over all n-bit integers. In the following sections, we will determine the values 
of PRE, WLEN, and NWIN.  
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3. APPROXIMATE ANALYS IS  OF  THE VLNW METHOD 
3.1. The  R ight -To -Le f t  VLNW Method 
The VLNW method can be modeled as a Markov chain. We introduce transition matrices P 
and Q. Matrix P is a transition matrix where Pij, 0 <_ i , j  <_ k + 2, is the transition probability 
that WS is changed from S~ to Sj during an iteration of Procedure A when each scanned bit is 
equally likely to be 0 and 1. Elements Pij are 0 except he following ones. 
CASE 1. It  is easy to see that Poo = Pot = 1/2. 
CASE 2. P~o = 2-q and P~,~+I = 1 - 2 -a,  1 < i < k, since the probability that q bits are all O's 
is 2 -q. 
CASE 3. Pk+l,O = 2 - r  and Pk+l,k+2 = 1 - 2 - r  as in Case 2. 
CASE 4. Pk+2,o = Pk+2,1 = 1/2 as in Case 1. 
Matrix Q is a transition matrix where Qij, 0 _< i, j < k + 2, is the transition probability that 
WS is changed from S~ to Sj during an iteration of Procedure A when the last scanned bit is 1 
and other scanned bits are equally likely to be 0 and 1. Elements Qiy are 0 except he following 
ones. 
CASE 1. (Qoo = 0 and) Qol = 1. 
CASES 2 AND 3. (Q io=0and)  Q~, i+ l= l , l< i<k+l .  
CASE 4. (Q1¢+2,o = 0 and) Q~+2,1 = 1. 
For exaznple, the transition matrices P and Q for d = 10 and q = 4 (i.e., k = 2 and r = 1) are 
given as 
1 1 0 ~ 3 ° ° 1 ( 
0 ~ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
P= 0 0 -~ 0 , Q= 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3o o o 3 
1 1 
330 o o 
Consider the first s iterations of Procedure A where the last scanned bit is 1. Let matrix R m 
be pm if 1 < m < s - 1 and pa- lQ  if m = s. Then, element R. m. is the probability that WS 
is changed from S~ to Sj after m iterations of Procedure A. The number of scanned bits during 
an iteration is different for each caee of Procedure A. If WS = So or Sk+2, one bit is scanned, 
if WS = Si, 1 < i < k, q bits are scanned, and if WS = Sk+l, r bits are scanned in the next 
iteration. Since the probability that WS = S~, 1 < i < k + 2, after the (m - 1) "t iteration is 
p~- t ,  the average number of scanned bits during the mth iteration is equal to 
1, i fm= 1, 
k 
p~- t  m- I  q~"~ p~,m-1 + "~o,k+l, - - Jr P~,kq-2 Jr r l m- 1 if 2 < m < s. 
i=l 
m 
Let Z m = ~ R ~. The average number of total scanned bits during the s iterations is equal to 
i--1 
k 
a-1 q~-~ Zs--I 8--1 N(s)  = 1 + Z~o 1 Jr Z~,k+ 2Jr o,i Jr rZ~,k+ t. (2) 
i--1 
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The average number of nonzero windows generated uring the s iterations is the same as the 
number of times that WS = $1 during the s iterations and it is equal to 
w(s)  = z l. (3) 
The average length of the leftmost window in the s iterations is the sum of products of all possible 
lengths of the leftmost window and their probabilities. Hence, the average length of the leftmost 
window in the s iterations is equal to 
k+l 
L(s) = P~x + ~ Rg,i(1 + q(i - 1)) + P~,k+2(1 + kq + r). (4) 
i=2 
Now we count the number of multiplications required in computing X E where E is an n-bit 
integer. By (1), we need to compute PRE, WLEN, and NWIN. It is easy to see that PRE = 2 d-1 
because we compute X a for every odd integer a, 1 < a < 2 d. Since Procedure A may not scan 
exactly n bits during the first s iterations, we compute WLEN and NWIN by linear Lagrange 
interpolation as follows. We find s such that N(s) < n < N(s  + 1) and then 
WLEN = L(s ) (g (s  + 1) - n) + L(s + 1)(n - N(s)) 
g (s  + 1) - Y(s )  ' (5) 
NWIN = W(s) (N(s  + 1) - n) + W(s  + 1)(n - N(s)) 
N(s  + 1) - N(s) (6) 
Although WLEN and NWIN are not exact values, this analysis almost exactly matches exper- 
imental data. The analysis and experimental results are compared in Section 5. 
3.2 The  Le f t -To -R ight  VLNW Method 
In the previous ection, we defined P, Q, R, and s in analyzing the right-to-left VLNW method. 
Here, we reuse P and s and redefine Q and R because the leftmost 1 bit is scanned first which 
is scanned last in the right-to-left VLNW method. Let Q be the transition matrix where Qij, 
0 <_ i, j _< k + 2, is the probability that WS is changed from S~ to S i during an iteration of 
Procedure A when the first scanned bit is 1 and other scanned bits are equally likely to be 0 
and 1. Let R m = Qp,n-1. We compute PRE and NWIN using the same way as we did in the 
right-to-left case. For WLEN, we can compute the exact value of WLEN because the leftmost 
window is the first window in the left-to-right scan. Let bi be the/th leftmost bit. 
• The condition that the length of the leftmost window is 1 is that bi = 0 for all 2 < i < q+l .  
Hence, the probability that the length of the leftmost window is 1 is 2 -q. 
• The condition that the length of the leftmost window is l, 1 < l < 1 + (k - 1)q, is that 
- For all c, 1 < c < / ( / -  2)/q J, there is some i, 2 + (c -  1)q < i < 1 + cq, such that 
b~ ~0,  
- bz = 1, and 
- bm=0fora l l l<m_<l+(L( / -2 ) /q J+2)q .  
Hence, the probability that the length of the leftmost window is l, 1 < l _< 1 + (k - 1)q, 
is (1 - 2 -q) t(l-2)/qJ 2-(([(l-2)/qJ +2)q--/+2). 
• The condition that the length of the leftmost window is l, 1 + (k - 1)q < 1 _< 1 + kq + r, 
is that 
- for all c, 1 _< c _< l ( / -  2)/q J, there is some i, 2 + (c -  1)q < i < 1 + cq, such that 
bi ~0,  
- bt = 1, and 
- bm=Ofora l l l<m<_l+kq+r .  
Hence, the probability that the length of the leftmost window is l, 1 + (k - 1)q < l _< 
1 + kq + r, is (1 - 2-q)i(l-2)/qJ2-(kq+r-l+2). 
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Computing WLEN in the left-to-right VLNW method is summarized as follows: 
k-2  q 
WLEN- -  2 -q + ~(1-  2-q)' ~--~ 2J-2q-l(qi -{- j -l- 1) 
iffiO j--1 
q 
+(1 - 2 -q )k -1E  2 J -q - r - l (q (k  - 1) + j + 1) (7) 
j= l  
?, 
+(1 - 2-q) k Z2J-r-l(qk +j + 1). 
j=l 
Equation (7) computes the exact value of WLEN so this equation can be used without modi- 
fication in the exact left-to-right analysis of the VLNW method in the next section. 
4.  EXACT ANALYS IS  OF  THE VLNW METHOD 
In the approximate analysis 1, q, or r bits are scanned in a transition, which makes it hard to 
obtain WLEN and NWIN exactly. In the exact analysis, however, we make a transition after 
scanning every single bit, which allows us to compute WLEN and NWIN exactly. 
States and transitions are redesigned such that a transition occurs on every scanned bit. Fig- 
ure 2a is a simplified block diagram. This block diagram is similar to the state diagram in 
Figure 2. Block Bi, 0 < i < k - 1, in Figure 1 corresponds to state S~+2 in Figure 1 and block C 
in Figure 2 corresponds to state Sk+2 in Figure 1. The internal structures of B~ and C are shown 
in Figures 2b and 2c. Block B~ consists of 2q - 1 states and block C consists of 2r - 1 states 
in order to trace each scanned bit. The nonshaded states in a block B~ or C indicate that all 
scanned bits in the block are 0s and the shaded states indicate that at least one 1 bit is scanned. 
We use two transition matrices P and Q. Transition matrix P is the transition matrix when 
the probability that the next scanned bit is 1(0) is 1/2 and Q is the transition matrix when the 
next scanned bit is fixed to 1. For example, when n = 512, d = 5, and q = 3, 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 
1 1 
o o ~ o ~ o o o 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 O 0 0 1 0 
1 1 
P= o o o ~ o ~ o  o , 
1 1 
~ o o o o o ~ o 
1 1 
~ o o o o o o ~ 
1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 
{0  1 0 0 0 0 O 0 
r 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
O 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Q= 0 0 0 0 0 01  0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 " 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
~0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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(c) 
Figure 2. (a) So and $1 are states. Bi and C are blocks whose internal structures 
are described in (b) and (c). 
In the right-to-left case, since the leftmost bit, which is always 1, is scanned last, we define/~ 
n-1 p~ and Z as pn- lQ  and )-'~i=l + p~- lQ ,  respectively. Then the number of nonzero windows is 
NWIN = Zol. (8) 
Since the last scanned bit is 1, the scanning finishes at a shaded state in Figure 2. For every 
shaded state, we compute the product of the probability that the scanning finishes at the shaded 
state and the number of scanned bits in the current window to reach the state. We get the 
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average length of the leftmost window by adding all products. This procedure is summarized in 
the following equation: 
k-1 /'~q-1 j)R0,'/'(2q-1)+l+J 1)q 1)P'K),(i+l)(2q-1)+l) WLEN = Rol + ~ \j=l(iq + 1 + + ((i + + 
~=o (o) 
r--1 
+ ~-~(kq + 1 + j)RO,k(2q_l)+l+j+(l+kq+r)Ro,k(2a_,)+2.+l. 
j= l  
n--1 In the left-to-right case, the leftmost 1 bit is scanned first• We define Z as ~-]~=0 QP¢ and 
use (8) to get NWIN. We use (7) to get exact WLEN. With these exact WLEN and NWIN, we 
compute the exact total number of multiplications using (1). 
5. COMPARISON OF ANALYSES 
AND EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
We compare the approximate analysis, the exact analysis and experimental results, when 
n = 512, d = 5, and q = 3. The transition probability matrix of the approximate analysis 
becomes 1 1 
2 2 0 0 
1 7 
p= g 0 g 0 
1 1 
~ 00 ~ 
1 1 
5 3 0 0  
The transition probability matrix of the exact analysis is already presented in the previous ection• 
We follow the approximate analysis and the exact analysis with these matrices. In computing 
matrix multiplications, we used GAP [13] which is a program that supports arbitrary precision 
arithmetic operations. 
To get experimental data, we generated 104 random 512-bit exponents and set the leftmost 
bits to 1. We applied the VLNW method with d = 5 and k = 3 to each exponent and averaged 
the number of multiplications• Analyses and experiments were performed on a sun microsparc 
workstation. 
Table 1. 
Right-to-Left Scan Left-to-Right Scan 
WLEN NWIN M WLEN NWIN M 
Approximate 2•68 87.62 611.94 3•81 87.53 610.72 
Exact 2.62 87.59 611.98 3•81 87•59 610•78 
Experiment 2.62 87.58 611.97 3.81 87.61 610.80 
The gap between the analyses and experimental data are negligible and especially so when they 
are compared with KGb'S faulty analysis on the right-to-left VLNW method which predicted 595 
multiplications when n = 512, d = 5, and q = 3. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented the approximate analysis and the exact analysis of the VLNW method for 
exponentiation. We also showed that both analyses match experimental data well. Although 
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the exact analysis requires more states and larger matrices than the approximate analysis, the 
exact analysis is a better one because it is simpler and more self-explanatory, and, most of all, it 
includes no approximations. 
Until now, the CLNW method is a preferable method in reducing the number of multiplications 
for exponentiation. It is simple and it produces a small number of windows (i.e., 60? multiplica- 
tions for a 512-bit integer exponent). It would be interesting to design a method that  uses less 
than 600 multiplications on the average for 512-bit integer exponents. 
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